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Bürgenstock Resort Lake Lucerne 

 

A unique Resort in an impressive Location – 383 rooms in 4 hotels, a Health & Medical Excellence 

Center, Residence Suites with hotelservice, business facilities, the unprecedented 10.000m2 Bürgenstock 

Alpine Spa as well as numerous restaurants & bars, all set in a breathtaking mountain landscape – the 

Bürgenstock Resort, perched 500 metres above Lake Lucerne. With views of the Rigi and Pilatus 

Mountains, the Bürgenstock Resort is spread over 150 acres and is open year round.   

 

The Resort’s flagship - the 5* superior Bürgenstock Hotel & Alpine Spa (Virtuoso member) has 102 rooms 

and suites spread across seven floors each boasting panoramic views across Lake Lucerne. Arriving via the 

direct boat shuttle from Lucerne and the legendary Bürgenstock Funicular, guests are delivered directly 

into the hotel. The hotel connects directly to the  Alpine Spa and to the neighbouring 4* superior Palace 

Hotel via the Museum Corridor.  

  

Surrounded by a forest, the 5* Waldhotel Health & Medical Excellence (Virtuoso member) was built with 

natural stone and wood from its surroundings integrating it into the Alpine landscape. Designed by 

architect Matteo Thun, the luxurious "forest hotel" features 160 rooms and suites, a 45,208-square foot 

medical facility and an additional 14,000 sqft spa.  

  

The 10,000m² Alpine Spa boasts four pools including a heated outdoor infinity-edge pool with mountain 

and lake views; 13 treatment rooms; a 24-hour fitness area with state-of-the-art equipment, yoga studio, 

wet areas with hammam, sauna and whirlpools and a Kneipp bath. 

 

A nine-hole golf course, three championship tennis courts, an ice-skating rink, 40 miles of hiking and 

biking trails,  and a private lido on the lake for water sports keep active guests busy and happy.  

 

12 restaurants, lounges and bars offer classic French cuisine à la Escoffier and César Ritz, Asian, Middle 

Eastern, Swiss and regional Alpine cuisines as well as healthy cuisine in Mediterranean style.  

 
 

 
 

 


